
L E A F Y  

L E A T H E R
S  L I P P E R S



LEAFY LEATHER SLIPPERS

MATERIAL REQUIRED

1. A pack of Botties basic

2. Pattern, 

3. Leather (orange, blue, beige color) 

4. faux leather for the lining (contrasting color)

5. scissors

6. Thread 

7. Strong Adhesive.

Click on the link to download pattern

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MDy-ocHIz9wjlVv5u0IALTusMmXSiv2q/view?usp=drive_link


Step 1 : Print the pattern for both the upper and lining according to your shoe

                 size by clicking the link provided.

Step 2 :Trace the leaves on each piece of leather and cut them out

             (orange, blue, beige). Cut them carefully.

Step 3 :Trace the base panel on navy blue leather and cut it carefully.

Step 4 : Place the leaves on the base panel and make a double top stitch in

                 the center of each leaf with matching thread, as shown in the pattern.

Step 5 :Trace the lining panels on faux leather and cut them carefully.

Step 6 : Paste the lining with the upper panel and stitch it from the sides.

Step 7 :Cover the insole using faux leather lining (fold the extra allowance

         underneath).

Step 8 : Adhere the upper with the insole using adhesive.

Step 9 : Using the nylon thread provided in the pack, makea false stitch in the

            soles and join it with the insole using a strong adhesive or directly

            stitch the insole with the sole.

Step 10 : Apply botties tags on the outside of your shoes.

Step 11 : Your Leafy Leather Slippers are ready to wear.

.

INSTRUCTIONS



TIPS & TRICKS

Join all the panels by aligning the centers.

Use different styles of stiches on sole to make it more attractive.
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